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The experiments of instant work are permeated through the author’s art practices 
in the past three years. With various medias such as sketch, painting, texts, videos and 
even performances, the author have conducted the experimental acts of instant work. 
Under the intuition of such instance, the artist could acquire a brand-new understanding 
of self-knowledge by self- observation continuously according to the experience in life 
and the contradictory conflicts between individual and society through instant record 
and creation. By segment connected, instant creation penetrates into the inner world of 
life and the origin of individual spirit, and of desire and restriction, therefore, reflecting 
individuals’ mental space. With its temporary and immediate real reflection, instant 
creation breaks the habitual ways of thinking, bringing an instant interpretation of the 
original individual lives and emotions. Meanwhile, by endowing the reflective acts, for 
example, the schematization and filtering arrangement of the instant work, with the 
new instant constructing space, one will step into a new context, restructuring new 
objectivity with personal spiritual characteristics. 
This paper will rearrange the instant work of myself, elaborating the context of 
instance, which is related to instant self-knowledge and instant reality, and by which the 
new space is reflected. 
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第一节  诗 
 





    我曾写下这样的诗句： 
“有两个我， 
  一个彩色的， 








  久了便通了语言， 
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